This paper describes the approach to knowledge representation taken in the LaSIE information extraction (IE) system. Unlike many IE systems that skim texts and use large collections of shallow, domain-speci c patterns and heuristics to ll in templates, LaSIE attempts a fuller text analysis, rst translating individual sentences to a quasi-logical form, and then constructing a weak discourse model of the entire text from which template lls are nally derived. Underpinning the system is a general`world model', represented as a semantic net, which is extended during the processing of a text by adding the classes and instances described in that text. In the paper we describe the system's knowledge representation formalisms, their use in the IE task, and how the knowledge represented in them is acquired. Preliminary evaluations of our approach, through the Sixth ARPA Message Understanding Conference, indicate comparable performance to shallower approaches. However, we believe its generality and extensibility o er a route towards the higher precision that is required of IE systems if they are to become genuinely usable technologies.
Introduction
This paper describes the approach to knowledge representation (KR) taken in the LaSIE system (Large Scale Information Extraction system), an information extraction system initially developed for participation in the Sixth Message Understanding Conference Adv95, GS96] , and currently being used as a`core information extraction engine' underlying a number of IE projects Cun96].
Information extraction (IE), as the term is coming to be used in the NLP community (see, e.g. CL96]), is the mapping of short, unstructured natural language texts (such as newswire reports) into prede ned, structured representations, or templates, which, when lled, represent an extract of key information from the original text. A typical IE task, for example, might involve processing business newswire texts containing announcements of joint ventures and extracting from them the names and nationalities of the participating companies, the activity of the venture, the start date of the venture, its capitalisation, and so on.
The approach taken towards KR within the LaSIE system has been conditioned by our interest in IE. Focussing on IE within the context of the ARPA Message Understanding Conferences, has meant fully implementing a system that: processes unrestricted`real world' 1 text containing large numbers of proper names, idiosyncratic punctuation, idioms, etc.; processes relatively large volumes of text in a reasonable time; needs to achieve only a relatively shallow level of understanding in a prede ned domain area; can be ported to a new domain area relatively rapidly (a few weeks at most).
1 Well, the Wall Street Journal.
Given these features of the IE task, many developers of IE systems have opted for robust, shallow processing approaches which do not employ a general framework for`knowledge representation', as that term is generally understood. That is, there may be no attempt to build a meaning representation of the overall text, nor to represent and use world and domain knowledge in a general way to help in resolving ambiguities of attachment, word sense, quanti er scope, co-reference, and so on. Such shallow approaches typically rely on collecting large numbers of lexically triggered patterns for partially lling templates, as well as domain-speci c heuristics for merging partially lled templates to yield a nal, maximally lled template. This approach is exempli ed in systems such as the SRI FASTUS system AHB + 95] and the SRA and MITRE MUC-6 systems Kru95, ABD + 95].
However, this is not the approach that we have taken in LaSIE. While still not attempting`full' understanding (whatever that might mean), we do attempt to derive a richer meaning representation of the text than do many IE systems, a representation that goes beyond the template itself. Our approach is motivated by the belief, which may be controverted if shallower approaches prove successful, that high levels of precision in the IE task simply will not be achieved without attempting a deeper understanding of at least parts of the text. Such an understanding requires, given current theories of natural language understanding, both the translation of the individual sentences of the text into an initial, canonical meaning representation formalism and also the availability of general and domain speci c world knowledge together with a reasoning mechanism that allows this knowledge to be used to resolve ambiguities in the initial text representation and to derive information implicit in the text.
The central goal of LaSIE is to derive a meaning representation or discourse model for a text from which the information required to ll an IE task-speci c template may be derived. This is done by extending a semantic net which represents the system's general world knowledge prior to processing the text into a new semantic net which represents the system's general world knowledge plus the knowledge it has obtained by processing the text. Thus, from the LaSIE perspective, IE is a process of integrating a new text into a semantic network and then deriving, by inferential processing, a task-speci c template from the semantic net.
The key di erence between the LaSIE approach and shallower approaches to IE is that the discourse model and intermediate representations used to derive it in LaSIE are less task-and template-speci c than those used in other approaches. However, while committed to deriving richer representations than many IE systems, we are still attempting to achieve only limited, domaindependent understanding, and hence the representations and mechanisms adopted still miss much meaning. The approach we have adopted to KR does, nevertheless, allow us to address in a general way the problems of presuppposition, co-reference resolution, robust parsing and inference-driven derivation of template lls. Results from the MUC-6 evaluation show that such an approach does no worse overall than shallower approaches and we believe that its generality will, in the long run, lead to the signi cantly higher levels of precision which will be needed to make IE a genuinely usable NL technology 2 _ This paper describes our approach to representing the meaning of individual sentences in a text, to representing general knowledge needed to resolve ambiguities in a text, and to representing the meaning of an entire short text or discourse (of course in all cases the meaning captured is only partial). It also describes some of the mechanisms that use these representations, in order to demonstrate their motivation and utility. Finally, it explains how the knowledge currently used by 2 CL96] suggest that 90% precision will be necessary to satisfy information analysts. Current high precision scores in the MUC scenario extraction tasks are around 70 % { in fact the LaSIE system described here obtained the highest raw precision score in the scenario template lling task at MUC-6. However, not too much weight should be put on this. See section 6 below and Adv95] for more details. the system has been acquired, and discusses new approaches we are now investigating for deriving more extensive knowledge bases from the WordNet semantic net. Before launching into an account of the approach taken to KR in LaSIE, we rst present a brief overview of the system. LaSIE has been designed as a general purpose IE research system, initially geared towards, but not solely restricted to, carrying out the tasks speci ed in MUC-6: named entity recognition, coreference resolution, template element lling, and scenario template lling tasks (see Adv95] for further details of the task descriptions). In addition, the system can generate a brief natural language summary of the scenario it has detected in the text. All of these tasks are carried out by building a single rich model of the text { the discourse model { from which the various results are read o .
The high level structure of LaSIE is illustrated in Figure 1 . The system is a pipelined architecture which processes a text sentence-at-a-time and consists of three principal processing stages: lexical preprocessing, parsing plus semantic interpretation, and discourse interpretation. The overall contributions of these stages may be brie y described as follows:
lexical preprocessing reads and tokenises the raw input text, tags the tokens with parts-ofspeech, performs morphological analysis, performs phrasal matching against lists of proper names, and builds lexical and phrasal chart edges in a feature-based formalism for hand-over to the parser; parsing does two pass chart parsing, pass one with a special named entity grammar, pass two with a general grammar, and, after selecting a`best parse', passes on a predicate-argument representation of the current sentence; discourse interpretation adds the information in its input predicate-argument representation to a hierarchically structured semantic net which encodes the system's world model, adds additional information presupposed by the input to the world model, performs coreference resolution between new instances added and others already in the world model, and adds information consequent upon the addition of the input to the world model. For further details of the overall system see GWH + 95].
Knowledge Representation in LaSIE
Semantic interpretations are assigned to each sentence in a text during parsing using what is essentially a classical compositional approach { each phrase structure rule has a corresponding semantic rule which speci es how a semantic representation is to be built up (see, e.g., Can93]). The result is a quasi-logical form or QLF, much cruder than that used in Als92], but sharing the characteristics of retaining various proximities to the surface form and of postponing some disambiguation, e.g., full analysis of quanti er scope and word sense disambiguation.
In this section we explain the central knowledge representation formalisms used in LaSIE: the QLF which is used as an initial representation of the meaning of individual sentences and the semantic net formalism, XI, used to represent both world models and discourse models.
QLF
Syntactically, QLF expressions are simply conjunctions of rst order logical terms. The predicates in the QLF representation are either derived from the appropriate lexical morphological roots of head words, or come from a xed stock of relation predicates that express modi cation or semantic role relations. Tense and number features are translated directly into the QLF representation where appropriate.
To be more speci c, though still far from complete: 1. NPs lead to the introduction of a unary predicate whose functor is the morphological root of the head of the NP and whose argument is a unique index which serves as an identi er for the entity referred to { e.g. company will map to something like company(e22).
(a) Determiners such as the, some and many lead to the introduction of a det relation whose rst argument is the index introduced by the head noun and whose second argument is the actual determiner. E.g. the company becomes company(e22), det(e22,the). (b) Cardinal quanti ers such as three, 10 million lead to the introduction of a number relation. E.g. three companies becomes company(e22), number(e22,3). (c) Adjectives such as big and old are treated in the same way as determiners, introducing an adj relation with the adjective itself as an argument. E.g. big company becomes company(e22), adj(e22,big).
(d) Noun modi ers introduce new indices which are treated as the second argument to the qual relation, so that, e.g. computer company becomes computer(e21), company(e22), qual(e22,e21).
2. VPs lead to the introduction of a unary predicate whose functor is the morphological root of the head of the VP and whose argument is a unique index which serves as an identi er for the event referred to { e.g. hired will map to something like hire(e34), time(e34,past) 3 .
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This treatment of VPs is in the tradition of Dav67] 3. Where complement structure has been recognised in the parser this is recorded in the QLF representation using binary relations of the form lsubj(e34,e22) (for logical subject), lobj(e34,e25) (for logical object) and, in the case of prepositional phrase complements, prep(e34,e29) (where prep is the actual preposition).
XI and World Models
The discourse interpretation stage of LaSIE relies on an underlying`world model', a declarative knowledge base that both contains general conceptual knowledge and serves as a frame upon which a discourse model for a multi-sentence text is built. This world model is expressed in the XI knowledge representation language Gai95, GH96c] which allows straightforward de nition of crossclassi cation hierarchies, the association of arbitrary attributes with classes or individuals, and the inheritance of these attributes by individuals. The world model consists of an ontology plus an associated attribute knowledge base 4 _ The ontology is a directed acyclic graph with a unique top node. The nodes in the graph are either class nodes or instance nodes, with instance nodes occurring only as leaf nodes. Any non-leaf node may be subclassi ed across n dimensions, that is, may be at the root of n orthogonal trees. Each of these trees divides into mutually exclusive branches { thus, while any node may be immediately dominated by multiple nodes, no two of these nodes may be alternatives in the same classi catory dimension. For example, wines can be classi ed by colour and by nationality, so that a given wine can be white and French (dominated by the white and French nodes) but cannot be both red and white (dominated by two nodes in the same classi catory dimension).
In LaSIE the ontology consists mostly of classes or`concepts' directly relevant to a speci c template lling task. For MUC-6, the template lling tasks were to do with extracting information concerning management succession events from nancial newswire articles. So, details about persons, posts, and organisations, and also about events involving persons leaving or taking up posts in organisations needed to be extracted. The ontology used for this domain contained only 80 concept nodes though, as described below, new class nodes may be created dynamically during processing. The manual development of the ontology for the MUC domain was not therefore a major task { see section 5.1 below for more details. Much of the initial ontology was derived directly from the MUC task speci cations, ensuring that distinctions required in the template slots were directly re ected in the ontology.
The set of attribute-value structures associated with the whole ontology is referred to as the attribute knowledge base. Attributes-value structuures are just sets of attribute:value pairs where the value for an attribute may either be xed, as in the pair animate:yes, which is associated with the person node, or where the value may be dependent on various conditions, the evaluation of which makes reference to other information in the model. Certain special attribute types, presupposition and consequence, may return values which are used at particular points to modify the current state of the model, as described in the following section.
The higher levels of the ontology for the MUC-6 management succession extraction task are illustrated graphically in gure 2, along with some very simple attribute-value structures. The very same ontology and associated attribute-value structures are shown as de ned in XI in gure 3 (note: in gure 3 animate, count, near and name are instances of the single valued or multi valued attributes { hence the di ering form of their de nitions in the ontology; all other terms in the ontology are classes). 4 The distinction between ontology and attribute knowledge base was inspired by the similar distinction between ontology and generic knowledge base in Dah88] 
attribute(X) ==> single_valued(X) v multi_valued(X). animate <--single_valued(X). count <--single_valued(X). near <--multi_valued(X). name <--multi_valued(X). 3.3 Discourse Models
The world model described above can be regarded as an empty shell or frame to which the semantic representation of a particular text is added, populating it with the classes and instances mentioned in the text. The world model which results is then a model specialised for the world as described by the current text; we refer to this specialised model as the discourse model. The QLF representation produced by the parser for a single sentence is processed by adding its classes and instances, together with their attributes, to the discourse model which has been constructed so far for the text. One node is added to the ontology for each index in the QLF representation of the sentence: if the index is for a plural NP then a class node is added to the ontology; otherwise an instance node is added 5 .
Indices which have their semantic class speci ed in the input (via unary predicates) are added directly to the discourse model, provided the class already exists as a node in the ontological hierarchy (e.g. company(e1)). If, however, the class speci ed in the input does not exist in the ontology (say, penguin(e23)), a new class node (penguin) is created dynamically and, simplistically at present, placed within the existing hierarchy { event indices in the input are distinguished from object indices by the presence of event-like attributes, i.e. time, lsubj or lobj, and this is the only distinction possible. None of these dynamically added classes is permanently retained following the processing of the text.
Attributes { binary predicates in the QLF in which the rst argument is always an index { are added to the attribute-value structure(s) associated with indices occurring within them.
On the addition of each term in the QLF, the model is checked for any inheritable presupposition attributes, the values of which are used to add (or remove) further information in the model. One use of this mechanism is to permit missing semantic class information for indices to be derived from type restrictions on attribute arguments. For instance, a presupposition attribute associated with the proper name attribute node in the ontology records that this attribute holds only of entities of type object. When attempting to add say proper name(e3,Jones) to the model, then in the absence of any more speci c information about the type of e3, such as that e3 is a person, e3 will be added as an object. That is, the default semantic type of named entities is object, as opposed to, say, event.
Figure 4 illustrates how instances are added to the world model, specialising it to convey the information supplied in a speci c text. The resulting discourse model corresponds to the text Mr. Jones will retire. The animate and lsubj type attributes are assumed to have been inherited from the person and retire nodes respectively.
The labelling of nodes in gures 2 and 4 is done purely for readibility; nodes are actually labelled with unique identi ers and a mapping is carried out between the predicates in the QLF and the appropriate`word sense' or`concept' nodes in the ontology. For this mapping to be done correctly, word sense disambiguation must be carried out. Or rather, it would need to be carried out if the ontology contained nodes corresponding to multiple senses of the same English word. But, for the small, domain-restricted, manually constructed ontologies we have used to date this problem has not arisen: all occurrences of a word are simply mapped onto the same node in the ontology. For words for which a single sense has been manually added to the ontology this approach amounts to an assumption of`one sense per corpus'; for words for which no senses are recorded in the ontology, but for which nodes are added dynamically during processing (as explained above), this amounts to an assumption of`one sense per discourse' GWD92]). Clearly our approach is naive. Nevertheless, it has not led to serious problems in the information extraction application.
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There is at present no attempt made to distinguish distributed from collective readings of VPs, and hence no attempt to add classes of events for distributed readings of plural VPs. The approach to KR outlined in the previous section allows a number of mechanisms to be applied during and after the construction of the discourse model.
Coreference Resolution
After the QLF representation of a sentence has been added to the discourse model, all new indices (those introduced by that sentence) are compared with other indices in the model to determine whether any pair can be merged into a single class or instance, representing a coreference in the text. The comparison of indices is carried out in several stages:
1. new indices with proper name properties are compared with all existing indices with proper name properties, i.e. named entity coreferences can range over the whole text; 2. all new indices are compared with each other (intrasentential coreference resolution); 3. new indices introduced by pronouns are compared with existing indices from the current paragraph, i.e. pronoun coreferences are intra-paragraph only; 4. all other new indices are compared with existing indices from the current and previous paragraphs, i.e. all other coreferences are restricted to a span of two paragraphs. Each comparison involves rst determining if the indices' classes lie on the same branch in the ontology (type-compatibility). If not, then the indices are not considered further for coreference. If they are on the same branch then the attributes of the indices are compared to ensure there are no con icts (attribute-compatibilty). Certain attributes, such as animate, are de ned in the ontology as taking single, xed values for a particular index and so indices with con icting values for these attributes cannot be the same. If such con icts are discovered then the comparison is abandoned. The proper name attribute is treated specially, using a semantic type-speci c name match, to determine the compatibility of the newly input index's name with the known names of the existing index.
If no attribute con icts are found between two indices, a similarity score is calculated based on the number of common attributes and on a semantic distance measure, determined simply in terms of the number of nodes in the path between them. After a newly input index has been compared with all others in a particular comparison set, it is merged in the world model with the index with the highest similarity score, if one exists.
Further details, and an evaluation, of this coreference algorithm may be found in GH96a].
Semantic Parse Extension
One of the perennial problems with IE systems that rely on constructing intermediate semantic representations by carrying out signi cant syntactic analysis is developing a su ciently wide coverage grammar to process the range of real world text to which they are exposed. Our approach to this problem has been two-fold: on the one hand, we continue to re ne our grammar and semantic interpretation mechanism; on the other hand, we store semantic role information about verbs and verb classes in the world model and then use this information, together with the coreference mechanism described above, to extend the frequently partial QLF representations that are produced when grammatical coverage is inadequate. In this section we describe this semantic parse extension mechanism as it illustrates the utility of the semantic net KR scheme in supporting robust analysis.
Where complement structure can be recognised by the parser, the appropriate relations between complement and verb are created during the semantic interpretation. Consider, for example, Mr. R. Jones will succeed J. M. Greb. This is easily parsed as (S (NP Mr. R. Jones) (VP (V will succeed) (NP J. M. Greb))) and is given the QLF interpretation succeed(e1), mode(e1,will), person(e2), title(e2,'Mr.'), proper_name(e2,'R.Jones'), lsubj(e1,e2), person(e3), proper_name(e3,'J.M.Greb'), lobj(e1,e3)
The relations of the subject and object complements to the verb are encoded in the parse tree and translated into the predicate-argument representation by the standard semantic interpretation rules associated with the phrase structure grammar rules which generated the tree.
Now consider
Mr. R. Jones who headed Foo Corp will succeed J. M. Greb. and suppose, for the sake of illustration, that our grammar lacks the appropriate relative clause rule to generate a spanning parse. A parse consisting of a sequence of sub-trees is produced:
(NP Mr. R. Jones) (VP (V headed (NP Foo Corp))) (VP (V will succeed) (NP J. M. Greb)) and is given the interpretation succeed(e1), mode(e1,will), person(e2), title(e2,'Mr.'), proper_name(e2,'R.Jones'), person(e3), proper_name(e3,'J.M.Greb'), lobj(e1,e3), head(e4), time(e4,past), company(e5), proper_name(e5,'Foo Corp'), lobj(e4,e5)
Notice that we have lost the lsubj(e1,e2) relation linking the subject and the main verb. It is at this point that the parse extension mechanism takes e ect, relying on semantically typed role information associated with speci c event nodes in the world model (this may be thought of as semantic type constraints on verb arguments in syntactic subcategorisation frames). When the QLF representation produced above is passed on to the discourse interpretation stage, e1 is added to the world model as an instance of the class of succeed events. Assuming the appropriate semantic role information is present for the succeed class (or is inheritable by it from a superordinate class), then e1 inherits the information that it has a logical subject role which must be lled by a person object. This information is used to hypothesise the existence of a new entity, say e6, about which nothing is known save that it is a person and that it is the logical subject of e1. At this point the interpretation looks like: succeed(e1), mode(e1,will), person(e2), title(e2,'Mr.'), proper_name(e2,'R.Jones'), person(e3), proper_name(e3,'J.M.Greb'), lobj(e1,e3), head(e4), time(e4,past), company(e5), proper_name(e5,'Foo Corp'), lobj(e4,e5), object(e6), animate(e6,yes), lsubj(e1,e6)
The intrasentential component of the coreference resolution mechanism (stage 2 of the algorithm described in the previous section) is then brought into play to attempt to unify the hypothesised entity with entities in the input. The knowledge that active verb subjects occur before their verbs in the same sentence is represented as an attribute of the lsubj node in the world model, and the coreference mechanism then attempts to unify e6 with e5 (Foo Corp) and with e2 (R. Jones). The former is not type-compatible with person (i.e. it is not a super-or sub-ordinate class of person) and hence the uni cation fails. The latter, on the other hand, is uni able with e6 (again we assume the animate attribute is inheritable by person) and hence is uni ed with it, leading to the nal interpretation:
succeed(e1), mode(e1,will), person(e2), title(e2,'Mr.'), proper_name(e2,'R.Jones'), lsubj(e1,e2), person(e3), proper_name(e3,'J.M.Greb'), lobj(e1,e3), head(e4), time(e4,past), company(e5), proper_name(e5,'Foo Corp'), lobj (e4,e5) where the key lsubj relation has been restored. If the head event class also has a logical subject type constraint of person then a new person entity will be hypothesised as its subject and will also be co-referred with Jones, allowing us to add lsubj(e4,e2) to our discourse model.
Further details, and an evaluation, of this parse extension mechanism may be found in GH96b].
Template Filling
After all coreference and partial parse extension has been carried out for a text, any task speci c consequence attributes of instances in the discourse model are evaluated. As described in the following section, the ontology will de ne a class of event types which may give rise to a template ll for the current task, and the consequence attributes of these classes will specify new attribute values to represent information from the discourse model that is relevant to the template.
Once all consequences have been expanded, the nal state of the discourse model is checked for complete descriptions of scenario events. Each instance of the scenario event will be examined Figure 5 shows the MUC-6 management succession scenario template generated for the single sentence Mr. Jones has retired as president of Foo Corp., the Los Angeles based rm.. <TEMPLATE-jnle.eg-1> := DOC_NR: "jnle.eg" CONTENT:
<SUCCESSION_EVENT-jnle.eg-1> <SUCCESSION_EVENT-jnle.eg-1> := SUCCESSION_ORG: <ORGANIZATION-jnle.eg-8> POST:
"president" IN_AND_OUT:
<IN_AND_OUT-jnle.eg-6> VACANCY_REASON: DEPART_WORKFORCE <IN_AND_OUT-jnle.eg-6> := IO_PERSON: <PERSON-jnle.eg-2> NEW_STATUS:
OUT ON_THE_JOB: YES <ORGANIZATION-jnle.eg-8> := ORG_NAME: "Foo Corp." ORG_TYPE: COMPANY ORG_LOCALE:
Los Angeles CITY ORG_COUNTRY:
United States <PERSON-jnle.eg-2> := PER_NAME: "Jones" PER_TITLE:
"Mr." The verb retire gives rise to an instance of a succession event in the discourse model. This instance is associated, possibly via the parse extension mechanism, with a person and a post in its lsubj and lobj relations. The consequence expansion stage then uses these relations to add scenario speci c attributes (succession post) and abstract objects (in and out) associated with the event. There may be consequences of these new additions, causing further attributes such as io person to be added. Then, if a succession event instance has all the required attributes (to allow a template to conform to the MUC-6 de nitions), a template will be generated.
Knowledge Acquisition in LaSIE
The preceding section has made it clear how the knowledge held in the LaSIE world model is used in co-reference resolution, in robust interpretation, and in deriving template lls in the IE task. In this section we address the issue of how useful world models are to be constructed.
Manually Constructed World Models
To date, world models have been constructed by hand and their construction has been guided by the template de ning the extraction task. Typically, what are called scenario extraction tasks in MUC parlance, involve lling a template that consists, at the highest level, of an object de ning a scenario event such as a management succession event, a labour negotiation event, a joint venture event, and so on. This high level object is made up of slots which de ne the participants in the event (companies, persons) and possibly other attributes of the event. These participants may in turn be objects in the template with slots whose values are to be extracted. So for instance a company object may have slots for name, aliases, nationality, and so on. Figure 6 shows the BNF de ntion of the MUC-6 management succession scenario template. {SAME_ORG, RELATED_ORG, OUTSIDE_ORG} -<ORGANIZATION> := ORG_NAME: "NAME" -ORG_ALIAS:
"ALIAS" * ORG_DESCRIPTOR:
"DESCRIPTOR" -ORG_TYPE:
{GOVERNMENT, COMPANY, OTHER}Ô RG_LOCALE:
LOCALE-STRING {{LOC_TYPE}} * ORG_COUNTRY:
NORMALIZED-COUNTRY-or-REGION STRING * <PERSON-9301190125-6> := PER_NAME: "NAME"P ER_ALIAS:
"ALIAS" * PER_TITLE:
"TITLE" * 1. The top level ontology is always the same and involves the top two levels shown in Figure 2 { that is, the top level split in the ontology is always into object, event, and attribute. Furthermore, the attribute class is always split into single valued and multi valued. Various algorithms depend upon these highlevel divisions. 2. The next levels in the ontology are determined by the template.
(a) Event objects in the template (such as succession event) are made into events in the LaSIE ontology. (b) Non-event obejcts in the template (such as person, organization are made into objects in the LaSIE ontology. (c) All slots in objects in the template (such as succession org) are made into attributes in the LaSIE ontology (binary predicates) whose rst argument is the index of the object or event to which they pertain and whose second argument is the slot vaue. 3. A development corpus and, if available, manually lled development templates are examined to determine which verbs give rise to the events and objects of interest in the scenario. These are added to the ontology beneath the template de ned events and objects. If these events or objects themselves fall naturally into subclasses then these subclasses may be imported into the ontology (for instance, succession events can be divided into incoming and outgoing event classes and verbs tend to re ect this (e.g. appoint, hire, name versus resign, quit, retire). 4. After the event nodes are de ned, appropriate presupposition attributes are associated with them so as to have the e ect that when an event of this class is added to the discourse model, objects lling the roles of the event will be hypothesized. These hypothesized objects are then available to be bound to other objects by the coreference mechanism (see sections 4.1 and 4.2). 5. Scenario-speci c consequence attributes, as described in section 4.3, are added to permit slot lls for template objects to be derived during the nal template generation stage.
Extending World Models with WordNet
Preliminary investigations into the use of a general purpose lexical semantic network, WordNet ME90], have been carried out in an attempt to produce a more general world model which would cover more than the task domain required by a template de nition. This was mainly expected to improve coreference and, as a consequence, improve performance in template lling. Coreferential phrases in the text will not always be between classes directly related to the scenario task, e.g. the president, a known astrologist, resigned due to the current state of the constellations, where astrologist is unlikely to be included in any nancial world model. A more general model also has the potential to expand the range of event types relevant to a particular task beyond the set found in a training corpus, thus allowing the production of templates from expressions not seen in training. The WordNet hierarchy includes hypernym (superclass) and hyponym (subclass) relations between groups of synonymous lexical items, or \synsets", which e ectively represent concepts. A mechanism to translate these relationships into the XI notation has been developed Pou96] allowing the construction of a WordNet based world model which can be interchanged with a manually constructed one. To do this the problem of word sense disambiguation must be addressed, since WordNet includes a synset entry for each possible word sense. The current solution is to select a single sense per word manually, based on a small set of training texts. For each token found in WordNet, a sense selection is prompted for, then the hypernym and hyponym chains are followed to add the subtrees above and below the selected sense to the XI world model. A table is also generated to map each synonym in each selected synset to the corresponding node in the XI representation. The mapping is used during the construction of the discourse model, when processing the root derived predicate names in the QLF representation.
Two alternative WordNet-derived world models were constructed: one in which senses were only selected for tokens considered to be relevant to the scenario task, and one which included, in addition, the most common senses for all other tokens in the training set. Five texts were used in training and a test set of 30 texts produced the following coreference results (using the MUC-6 scoring software): The numbers of nodes in the three world models used above were, in order, 85, 1221 and 2943. The latter two would also have signi cantly greater lexical coverage due to the use of the mapping from root forms to concept nodes (i.e. the lexical coverage will be the sum of the number of words in each of the synsets corresponding to the nodes).
The results show that, within the current coreference algorithm at least, the availability of a much broader range of semantic classes in the ontology has very little e ect on the number of coreferences that are identi ed correctly. However, the number proposed incorrectly increases noticeably. Given the small number of training texts, these results must be viewed as suggestive rather than conclusive and further experimentation is needed. The impact of these extended world models on the template lling task scores also needs to be established. 6 
Conclusions
In the two MUC-6 evaluations of most relevance here (the coreference task and the scenario template lling task) the LaSIE system did comparatively quite well. In the coreference task LaSIE scored 71 % precision and 51 % recall, placing second out of seven systems in precision (precision scores ranged from 44 % to 72 %) and fourth of seven systems in recall (recall scores ranged from 36 % to 63 %). In the scenario task LaSIE scored 73 % precision and 37 % recall, for a combined P & R score of 49 %, placing overall 7th of 10 systems in raw combined P & R score, though only one system scored statistically signi cantly better. Precision scores ranged from 34 % to 73 % , recall scores from 32 % to 58 % and combined P & R scores from 33 % to 56 %. Note that LaSIE obtained the highest precision score in the scenario extraction task. Adv95] should be consulted for full details scoring procedures and results.
Drawing rm conclusions about the value of an approach from these relative scores is extremely hazardous, given the intrusion of extraneous issues such as resource allocation (how much e ort was expended in collection of the relevant patterns/template-ll inference rules) and software engineering expertise (how reliably was the selected approach implemented). Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that these results do not demonstrate our approach to be unworthy of further investigation and its high score in the scenario extraction task is encouraging.
In the absence of conclusive indicators about which approach(es) to IE to pursue, it is necessary to continue investigate all promising approaches. The approach described above, which relies upon translating surface forms into a logical representation and then integrating these representations into a`world model' which supplies background knowledge about classes of entities and their attributes, is a promising approach, o ering a number of advantages. Speci cally, it:
provides a general, knowledge-directed mechanism for template objects to be hypothesized given a triggering word in the text and then uni ed with objects mentioned before or after the triggering word, either in the same or in di erent sentences; allows a declarative, hierarchical description of types and attributes of things in the world, which serves to constrain coreference without making it overly speci c; allows a declarative statement of inference rules for determining template-speci c attributes in terms of what is known about other objects and their attributes, and allows these attributes to be expressed at the most general level possible and inherited by more speci c classes; allows a separate declarative statement of a general world model and of a task-speci c world model, yet allows them to be integrated easily for a speci c IE task; provides a framework broad enough to support multilingual IE, by using a language-independent, conceptual semantic net into which the task-speci c template is embedded.
With further e ort expended in failure analysis of the MUC-6 results and in the investigation of (semi-) automatic acquisition of world models, we are con dent that the LaSIE approach can yield considerably better results.
